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The Russian government  is  doing the same thing over  and over  again  and expecting
different results. The Russian government keeps making agreements with Washington, and
Washington keeps breaking them.

This  latest  exercise  in  what  Einstein  defined  as  insanity  is  the  latest  Syrian  cease  fire
agreement. Washington broke the agreement by sending the US Air Force to bomb Syrian
troop positions, killing 62 Syrian soldiers and wounding 100, thus clearing the way for ISIS to
renew the attack.

Russia  caught  Washington  off  guard  in  September  2015  when  the  Russian  Air  Force  was
sent to bomb ISIS positions in Syria, thus enabling the Syrian Army to regain the initiative.
Russia had the war against ISIS won, but pulled out unexpectedly before the job was done.
This allowed the US or its agents to resupply ISIS, which renewed the attack.

So Russia had to return to Syria. In the interval Washington had inserted itself. Now the
Russian air  attacks  on ISIS  are  more complicated,  as  is  the  sky  over  Syria.  Russia  notifies
Washington of its planned attacks on ISIS, and Washington warns ISIS and perhaps Turkey
which shot down a Russian plane. Nevertheless, the Syrian Army gained ground.

But each time victory was stymied by “peace talks” or a “cease fire,” during which the US
supported forces would regroup. Consequently, a war that Russia and Syria could have
already won continues, and with a new element. Now Washington has directly attacked the
Syrian army.

The US military claims it thought it was striking ISIS. Think about that a minute. The US
claims to be a military superpower. It spies on the entire world, even on the personal emails
and cell phone calls of its European vassals. Yet, somehow all this spy power failed to
differentiate a known Syrian Army position from ISIS. If we believe that, we must conclude
that the US is militarily incompetent.

This is what has happened: Priot to the current “cease fire,” the Russians could attack the
US-supported jihadists, but the US could not attack Syrian forces directly, only through its
jihadist proxies. The US has used the “cease fire” to create a precedent for US direct attacks
on the Syrian Army.

The Russians, who almost had the war won, have shifted their focus to “peace talks” and
“cease  fires”  that  the  US  has  used  to  introduce  Washington’s  direct  participation  into  the
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conflict.

It is a mystery that the Russian government believes Washington and Moscow have any
common interest in the outcome in Syria. Washington’s interest is to remove Assad and put
Syria into the chaos that rules in Libya and Iraq. Russia’s interest is to stabalize Syria as a
bulwark against the spread of jihadism. It is extraordinary that the Russian government is so
misinformed  that  it  thinks  Moscow  and  Washington  have  a  common  interest  in  fighting
terrorism,  when  terrorism  is  Washington’s  weapon  for  destabilizing  the  Middle  East.

How can the Russian memory be so short.  Washington promised Gorbachev that if  he
permitted the reunification of Germany, NATO would not move one inch to the East. But the
Clinton regime placed NATO on Russia’s border.

The George W. Bush regime violated the ABM Treaty by pulling out of it, and the Obama
regime is putting missile bases on Russia’s border.

The neoconservatives deep-sixed no first use of nuclear weapons and elevated them to pre-
emptive first strike in US war doctrine.

The  Obama  regime  overthrew  the  Ukrainian  government  and  installed  a  US  puppet
government in a former constituent part of Russia. The puppet government launched a war
against the Russian populations in Ukraine, causing secession movements that Washington
has mischaracterized as “Russian invasion and annexation.”

Yet, the Russian government thinks Washington is a “partner” with whom it has common
interests.

Go figure.
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